February 1, 2022

Position: Tissue Culture Lab Technician

This job is located on the coast of Northern California (Humboldt and Del Norte counties) where the redwood forest meets the ocean. Here Green Diamond owns roughly 380,000 acres of sustainably managed FSC certified redwood and Douglas-fir timberlands.

Green Diamond is currently looking to fill the role of a Tissue Culture Lab Technician working up to 30 hours a week. This position, under close supervision, produces plantlets using routine tissue culture methods and techniques. This is the entry level position with progression possible as the incumbent grows and learns.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
• Performs routine and successful techniques for isolation of plant material into rooting media; transfer of plant material to multiplication jars; and bud induction for future transfers.
• Works in a sterile environment under laminar flow hoods.
• Exercises a high degree of concentration and accuracy when engaged in using fine hand motor skills under laminar flow.
• Maintains neat, legible and accurate written records of production in notebook; records of discarded jars, contaminated jars, and contaminated plates; and accurate records of clones in tissue culture room.
• Takes specific direction and then works diligently to finish the task; can be trusted to work independently on occasion.
• Maintains personal hygiene to sterile laboratory standards.
• Works a flexible schedule as required.
• Participates actively in Company safety program, Department safety initiatives and meetings, routine inspections, and all required trainings.

To view the complete job description and apply online visit the career page on our website at www.greendiamond.com/employment

Or email cover letter with resume to: CAJobs@greendiamond.com Deadline to apply: February 13, 2022